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Abstract. Here we investigated in details the morphological, thermo-electrical
and oxygen sensing properties of ceramic junctions composed of overlapping
of two plane-parallel ceramic electrodes: one of them consisted of pure yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ), the other one is composed of YSZ embedded with
2.5, 4.5 and 6.5 mol% platinum nanoparticles. The bottom electrode is either of
pure YSZ or YSZ+Pt composition, with the top electrode being of the opposite
material. The size distributions of YSZ grains into the Pt embedded upper layers
for different single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structures and for pure YSZ layer
of single (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction structure with Pt concentration of 6.5 mol%
are investigated. Based on the YSZ particles size distribution, the electrical and
oxygen sensing properties of different junctions are explained. Proposed here is
a model of the effect of platinum nanoparticles on the junction’s performance.
For more detailed characterization of sensor’s performance the correlation anal-
ysis between surface fractal dimension of the upper layers and the response to
oxygen is performed. The ability of output multiplication is investigated by
constructing novel multi-junctions structure, composed of three layers of YSZ,
containing Pt nanoparticles, overlapped with three layers of pure YSZ.

PACS codes: 82.47.Rs, 73.40.Lq, 72.20.Pa
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1 Introduction

In the last few decades, oxygen sensors of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) are
widely used for the detection of oxygen in internal combustion engines [1,2],
in closed loop control systems [3], in techniques for satellite and rocket-borne
atomic oxygen sensing [4], in sensors for simultaneous or selective detecting
of two or more components in gas mixtures [5,6], in monitoring of the oxygen
content during thin film deposition or bulk growth of complex oxides [7], etc.
Because of their wide use, efforts have been made to miniaturize YSZ oxygen
sensors by using various structures of thin or thick YSZ films that allow avoiding
of the two-compartment structure by using embedded internal reference in the
form of thin or thick films [6-10]. One of the ways to achieve this is by using
of ion-conducting YSZ solid electrolyte with an embedded two-phase internal-
reference electrode of a Ni/NiO thin film [7]. There the authors developed a
new type of Nernstian oxygen sensor based on single crystal wafers of 10 mol%
Y2O3 stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ) cut into 10 × 5 × 0.5 mm elements. In addition,
on this substrate they deposited the thin films of the precursor layer for the two-
phase Ni/NiO internal reference electrode by direct current sputtering and pulsed
laser deposition. On the opposite side on the substrate deposited was thin layer
of porous Pt and this served as the oxygen sensing electrode where electrode
reactions for oxygen incorporation into YSZ took place. This sensor was excep-
tionally fast for moderated temperatures and may operate at about 400–425◦C
for best results.

A sensor consisting of YSZ electrolyte and solid solution of 25 mol% zirconia
in ceria as an reference electrode, with platinum coating as measuring electrodes
was developed in [6,11]. A multilayer structure was fabricated by stepwise
pressing method. A platinum layer was sandwiched between the solid-reference
and electrolytes (YDC (Ce0.8Y0.2O1.9)↓YSZ) pellet to make the inner electrode.
The response of the sensor was investigated at 350, 400, 450 and 550◦C. A sen-
sor, which consists of YSZ electrolyte and employs ternary mixed oxide layers
of CeO2-ZrO2-TiO2 as the reference was presented in ref. [12].

A drawback of potentiometric oxygen sensors in general is that the output sig-
nal is low, when the ratio of the partial pressures at the two electrodes is low.
Problems with the measurement of the oxygen partial pressure around 10−6 bar
mainly originate from the slow sensor response [13]. Also the signal response
is poorly resolved when the oxygen pressure on the working electrode varies
very little. A suitable approach for enhancing the signal consists of connect-
ing a number of sensors in series. The authors of [10] develop new type of
sensor, which consist of a thin film of YSZ electrolyte and platinum (Pt) elec-
trodes. The reference oxygen partial pressure is determined by 0.25 µm thick
nickel–nickel oxide (Ni–NiO) films, deposited by reactive direct current sput-
tering. They amplified the output by micro-fabrication technology on a silicon
wafer to develop miniaturized potentiometric oxygen sensors connected in se-
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ries. The sensor open circuit voltage was tested in air at 300◦C and the sensor
was found to be functional at this temperature. By connecting 10 sensors in
series the output voltage is increased almost linearly.

The addition of a metal to a ceramic matrix often produces a composite with
more desirable properties than the individual components. Nanometer-scaled
clusters and nanoparticles are very attractive in this respect because their prop-
erties are somewhere between those of the condensed matter and atoms [14-18].
The authors of ref. [19] are using Pt-nanoparticles into oxygen potentiometric
YSZ sensor. There the authors introduced self-made nano-structured YSZ+Pt
composite as the sensing electrode into the oxygen potentiometric sensor. Sens-
ing performances of the as-prepared sensors are measured and then compared
with those of the commercial oxygen potentiometric sensors (Bosch) which em-
ploys pure Pt as the sensing electrode. According to their investigation, the
temperature at which the commercial oxygen potentiometric sensor began to
deviate the Nernst equation was about 570◦C, while that of oxygen potentio-
metric sensor with the YSZ+Pt composite was about 380◦C. Over the operating
temperature range from 400 to 700◦C, the potentiometric oxygen sensor with
YSZ+Pt composite exhibited faster response rate than the potentiometric oxy-
gen sensor without YSZ+Pt composite. In addition of that the oxygen poten-
tiometric sensors incorporating nano-structured YSZ+Pt composites exhibited
longer lifetime than those employing pure Pt as the sensing electrodes.

The authors of ref. [20] explored the effects of semiconducting metal oxides
such as Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 (Ce–Zr), Ti0.75Zr0.25O2(Ti–Zr), Zn0.75Zr0.25O2 (Zn–
Zr), and Sn0.75Zr0.25O2 (Sn–Zr), on the performance of YSZ-based potentio-
metric oxygen sensors. Embedding the catalysts with 1.0 wt.% Pt enhances the
transition gap between the rich and lean responses and dependence of tempera-
ture on influence response of the sensors completely eliminate.

The theory of fractals and multifractal is one of the areas of mathematical
formalization of unstable systems and processes, including self-similar natu-
ral objects, which are exhibiting irregularity and disorder. Identifying of self-
similarity in the structure of various physical objects is possible by finding the
relationship between the physical properties of the object and the fractal charac-
teristics of its self-similar structure [21-23]. The surface fractal dimension Df

is an parameter, characterizing the surface properties of material in additional to
the usual characteristics: porosity, grain size distribution, specific surface area.
As a rule, 2 < Df < 3, and for Df = 2 we are dealing with a smooth surface
(“billiard ball”), whereas forDf > 2 the surface is more developed. For the best
of our knowledge, the fractal analysis was used to study the surface and struc-
tural imperfections of zirconia only in cited below two works. It was established
in [24] a relationship between the fractal dimension and the average pore size on
the YSZ surface. Both parameters are closely related and should be considered
in the characterization of the material addition with the conditions of its synthe-
sis. It was investigated in ref. [25] the relation between the porosity and fractal
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dimension of the YSZ powders, calcined at various temperatures. Established
was that the surface of the material can be described by the fractal parameter in
the wide range of scales.

In our first investigation [26], compared were the oxygen detection properties
at 790◦C of two types of thin films of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) obtained
by the spray pyrolysis method: (i) films of pure YSZ; (ii) films of YSZ+Pt
containing platinum nanospecies. The changes of the electrical resistance from
nitrogen exposure to oxygen exposure of the YSZ+Pt sample are much higher
compared of that in the case of the pure YSZ sample. It is shown also that the
sample of YSZ+Pt is stable under heating at 790◦C for much longer time than
the pure YSZ sample.

In the next primary investigation [27] we have checked briefly the oxygen sens-
ing performances of new types of ceramic junctions composed of deposited by
spray pyrolysis on solid substrate overlapped two plane-parallel ceramic elec-
trodes: one of them consists of YSZ, the other one is composed of YSZ embed-
ded with platinum nanoparticles. The bottom electrode is either of pure YSZ or
composition of YSZ+Pt with the top electrode being of the opposite material.
The concentration of platinum has been varied at 2.5, 4.5 and 6.5 mol%. The
tests are made in an experimental setup allowing the gradual change in the tem-
perature up to about 400◦C in a pure nitrogen medium or exchange of gas atmo-
sphere with variable oxygen content at fixed temperature. For YSZ/(YSZ+Pt)
junctions the potential difference is positive, while for (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junctions
it is negative. At a fixed temperature we investigate the response to oxygen of
different structures by periodically exchanging the oxygen concentration from
0.9% (technical grade nitrogen) to 21% (air). Good reproducibility of the results
is maintained both in the regime of nitrogen flowing and air flowing. Studied
was also the potential difference at varying oxygen concentration by tuning the
ratio between air and nitrogen flows. The functional dependence is like in Nern-
stian type potentiometric gas sensors, which is well-described by the respective
equation if the junction is considered as a sort of thermocouple with the surface
between electrodes being the contact point. This makes our junctions promising
as oxygen sensors at low working temperature and very low oxygen content. We
have found a minimum of the potential difference at 4.5 mol% Pt that implies
that the other concentrations (2.5 and 6.5 mol%) is better suited for the detec-
tion of oxygen. The reliability of this observation is proved by deposited on a
solid substrate by the dip-coating method of thin pure and embedded with plat-
inum nanoparticles YSZ films and forming YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ
sensing junctions [28,29].

Here we investigate the morphological, thermo-electrical and oxygen sensing
properties of YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) and (YSZ+Pt) /YSZ sensing junctions in details.
The size distributions of the YSZ particles of upper (working) layers for differ-
ent structures are plotted. Based on this dependence of number of particles as a
function of their size, the temperature dependence of investigated structure in ni-
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trogen atmosphere and their oxygen sensing properties are explained. The qual-
itative model of the effect of platinum nanoparticles on the electrons distribution
into pure and embedded with Pt YSZ layers, the polarity of the observed po-
tential difference and the oxygen response of the structures are evaluated. Also,
the correlation between the fractal dimension of the surface of the samples and
their response to oxygen is shown. In addition of that the thermo-electrical and
oxygen sensing properties of a novel multifunction structure, composed of three
layers of YSZ, containing Pt nanoparticles overlapped with three layers of pure
YSZ are investigated in comparison with a single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction struc-
ture with the same concentration of Pt into the modified layer.

2 Experimental

2.1 Constructions of single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt), (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ and triplet
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junctions

Sketches of the oxygen sensing constructions used in current investigation are
presented in Figure 1. The junctions shown are comprising a layer of YSZ, con-
taining Pt nanoparticles, in a contact with pure YSZ layer in different sequences
(Figure 1a) and Figure 1b)) [27] and novel multijunctions structure, composed
of three layers of YSZ containing Pt nanoparticles, overlapped with three lay-

Figure 1. Sketches of the oxygen sensing con-
structions:

a) single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structure;
b) single (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction structure;
c) multijunction YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) structure.
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ers of pure YSZ (Figure 1c)). The Pt-modified layer is located either on the
top (Figure 1a), on the bottom of the structure (Figure 1b) or on the top on the
multilayer structure (Figure 1c). The bottom layer is connected as a common
electrode and plays role of the internal-reference. These structures assure a new
type of logarithmic response of the oxygen sensor at low operating temperature
[27,29].

The YSZ layers are deposited by spray pyrolysis of ethylene glycol solutions of
yttrium-zirconium citrate on a substrate (Rubalit R© 710, 20 × 10 × 0.63 mm)
at a temperature of 250◦C [30-32]. The initial solution for YSZ+Pt composite
deposition was prepared using a method, similar to the one proposed in [17] and
added to the procedure, used for the preparation of Pt-free EG solutions. The
layers are deposited on the substrate in a consequence to form the junctions.
The area of overlapping of the layers is about 7mm in length. The thickness of
the layers is about 5–7 µm each.

Images of the surface of samples, having the concentration platinum into the up-
per layer 2.5, 4.5, 6.5 mol% is obtained by using a scanning electron microscope
and are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The images of the film surface obtained by using a scanning electron micro-
scope for the samples, containing: (a) 2.5 mol% Pt; (b) 4.5 mol% Pt; (c) 6.5 mol% Pt.

2.2 Test equipment

The home build system described in our previous work [26] is used for investi-
gation of the thermo-electrical properties and effect of oxygen exposure on the
electric potential difference between the overlapped layers in a junction. The
junction is positioned on a ceramic holder within a quartz tube, which is located
in a tube furnace for regulating the working temperature of the device. Two nee-
dle electrodes (thermo resistive wires of diameter of 0.75 mm) are pressed to
the upper part of the sample, each one located at about 1–2 mm from the overlap
between the layers. In this way we ensure the controlled changes of the potential
difference between the pure YSZ and Pt-embedded YSZ layers under the tem-
perature increasing and exposure to oxygen at certain temperature. The bottom
layer is always connected as the common electrode and the potential difference
of the top layer relative to it is measured. The potential difference of the sample
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is registered using a digital voltmeter, which is connected to the thermoresistive
conductors coming from the sample.

The results of two types of measurements are discussed in details in the current
work: (i) Stationary measurement of the potential difference between the elec-
trodes at increasing temperature in which stage the junction is under atmosphere
of technical grade of nitrogen, containing 0.9% of oxygen. (ii) Dynamic mea-
surements at a constant temperature and alternatively changing atmosphere for
measuring the potential difference of the samples in oxygen reach medium, dry
air (21% of oxygen) pumped in the system by using an aquarium pump with
flow rate 300 ml/min. We have chosen this relatively slow rate because of the
two reasons: (a) monitoring the kinetic of changing of the potential difference
to find the sample responding faster; (b) avoiding the temperature change of the
sample during the measurements. The airflow was maintained for 10 min until
a stable value of the potential difference between the layers is established. For
oxygen exhaust medium, nitrogen is flown for 20 min. In both cases the dynam-
ics of the potential difference is monitored. The waiting is necessary because
the establishing of a desired concentration into quartz tube is a slow process, it
is necessary to wait until we get a stable value of the oxygen concentration.

2.3 Size distribution of the of samples

The size distributions of YSZ grains into the Pt embedded upper layers for differ-
ent single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structures and for pure YSZ layer of single
(YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction structure with Pt concentration of 6.5 mol% is shown
in Figure 3. SEM images were taken by JEOL JSM 5510 (Japan) and the size
and the number of the particles is deviated from them. It is interesting to notice
how the size distribution varies with increasing Pt concentration in the sol and
with the alteration of position of Pt doped layers. Parameters of the grain size
distribution function used in current work samples are shown in Table 1.

According to the analysis of the data, presented in Table 1, the closest to the
law of normal distribution of crystallite size is the results for the sample of
(YSZ+6.5 mol% Pt)/YSZ, for which the values of asymmetry and kurtosis are

Table 1. Parameters of the grain size distribution function for used in current work sam-
ples, where: µ – mathematical expectation; σ – standard deviation; As – asymmetry; Ek
– kurtosis, with error of the measurements plus minus 5%.

Sample µ, nm σ, nm As Ek

YSZ/(YSZ+2.5 mol% Pt) 958 426 1.034 0.564
YSZ/(YSZ+4.5 mol% Pt) 925 372 0.987 1.152
YSZ/(YSZ+6.5 mol% Pt) 760 347 0.858 0.605
(YSZ+6.5 mol% Pt)/YSZ 685 267 0.81 0.057
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Figure 3. The size distributions of YSZ grains in Pt embedded upper layers for different
single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structures: a) 2.5 mol% Pt; b) 4.5 mol% Pt; c) 6.5 mol%
Pt; and for d) pure YSZ layer of single 6.5 mol% Pt (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction structure.

minimal (0.81 and 0.057, respectively). Its average grain size is 685 nm with a
standard deviation of 267 nm. Introducing of platinum in YSZ film in all cases
of YSZ/(YSZ+ Pt) leads to both a decrease in the average grain size and disper-
sion as well. This causes to deviation of the size distribution from the normal
one. With increasing concentration of platinum in the YSZ layer is observed
monotonic decrease of the average crystallite size (958 nm for 2.5 mole% Pt up
to 760 nm at 6.5 mole% Pt) and standard deviation (from 426 nm for 2.5 mole%
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Pt up to 347 nm for 6.5 mol% Pt). This causes decrease of mathematical expec-
tation µ, which means that maximum of the size distribution is shifted to the left,
in area of lower values. Also, the standard deviation parameter σ is decreased,
meaning the size distribution becomes narrow. For all samples, the asymmetry
As > 0, indicating that the compared with small grains, the prevalence of grains
that are larger than average is obvious. This effect is most pronounced for the
YSZ/(YSZ+2.5 mol% Pt), and decreases with increasing platinum concentra-
tion. The value of excess of the distribution Ek > 0, obtained for all samples,
which indicates a sharper and high-top distribution compared to the law of nor-
mal distribution.

2.4 Fractal analysis of the films surface

The calculation of surface fractal dimension of upper films of the above struc-
tures is performed by the “perimeter - area” method [33] from the obtained by
means of the scanning electron microscope images of the sample surfaces and
are shown in Figure 4.

In the first step of calculation the surface contour image is formed by making
sectional cutting parallel to the film level of the sample, shown in Figure 4a).
For each sample five contour images by equal step are prepared by making sec-
tional cuttings parallel to the level of the film surface and subsequent averaging
the entire fractal dimension. In the second stage the resulting contour image is
covered by squares with subsequent counting – Figure 4b). Number of squares
N characterizes the area of the islands of the sample. This procedure was carried
out for seven different values of the lengths of the sides of the squares δ. Further
occurred selection of the perimeter of the contour image as shown in Figure 4c),
followed by coating it with squares of the same size as that in the second stage
as shown in Figure 4d). In this case the number of squares M characterized the
perimeter of islets [34,35].

Figure 4. The algorithm for calculating the surface fractal dimension of YSZ film in
(YSZ+6.5 mol% Pt)/YSZ) structure by the “perimeter – area” method based on the im-
ages obtained by means of a scanning electron microscope.
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The fractal dimension obtained from the slope of the function of N = f(M),
plotted in double logarithmic coordinates, is called the contour fractal dimension
D [36,37]. It is related to the fractal dimension of the surface by the following
relationship:

Df = D + 1.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Electrical properties of single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt ) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ
junctions with different platinum content

The purpose of stationary measurement shown in Figures 5a and 5b is to get
the temperature of reaching the potential difference to saturation ∆U∞. This
is not always possible, because a stable higher temperature is difficult to reach.
Increasing of the temperature beyond the last data points in the figure may lead

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the potential difference in technical grade nitrogen
atmosphere (0.9% oxygen) for oxygen sensing structures with different platinum content:
a) YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction: H – 2.5 mol% Pt, � – 4.5 mol% Pt, � – 6.5 mol% Pt; b)
(YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction: O – 2.5 mol% Pt, � – 4.5 mol% Pt, ♦ – 6.5 mol% Pt.
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to destruction of the sample. Because of this we did not increase the temper-
ature of measurements more than 390 ± 7◦C. The total duration of stationary
measurement is about 7 h, which is then followed by a dynamic measurement
of total duration 1.5 h (see below). Each measurement was done three times and
the difference between the measurements for one of the same sample was within
experimental error.

The following conclusions can be derived from the results shown in Figure 5:

(i) The potential difference ∆U∞ of (YSZ + Pt)/YSZ junction is always higher
than that of YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction no matter of Pt content. The structure
of the upper major working layer of the junction, (pure YSZ or YSZ+Pt) is
strongly affected by the substrate on which it is grown. The SEM observations
show different structure of the YSZ+Pt layer, stuck on pure YSZ layer, com-
pared with the YSZ layer grown on embedded with Pt YSZ layer, with the same
6.5 mol% platinum content (Figures 3c and d). The size distributions of pure
YSZ layer of single (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction structure with 6.5 mol% Pt in the
bottom layer is narrower in comparison with YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) with the same Pt
content into the Pt embed layer. In addition, the maximum of the distribution
of the (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction is shifted to the left. Lower grain size implies
bigger surface area and higher reactivity. These conclusions are confirmed by
the data presented in Table 1, where it is shown that for the (YSZ+6.5 mol%
Pt)/YSZ sample the parameter of mathematical expectation µ, having the physi-
cal meaning of the average grain size, has a minimum for all of the investigated
sample and is equal to 685 nm.

(ii) The dependence of the potential difference ∆U∞ of (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ and
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junctions has a minimum as a function of platinum content (Fig-
ure 6). It is interesting to note that no matter the structure ((YSZ+Pt)/YSZ or

Figure 6. The effect of Pt concentration on the potential difference in technical grade ni-
trogen atmosphere (0.9% oxygen) for YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) (solid circles) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ
(open circles).
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YSZ/(YSZ+Pt)), the minimum point always is located at the value of platinum
content equal to 4.5 mol%. This is easily understood by taking into account
grain sized distribution in Figure 3. The grain size of YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) with plat-
inum content equal to 4.5 mol% is large, meaning lower surface area and lower
reactivity. It is seen from Table 1 the average grain size in this case to be equal
to 925 nm, which is a bit lower than for YSZ/(YSZ+2.5 mol% Pt) sample.

3.2 Investigation of output increasing by changing the amount of
platinum and position of platinum modified layer for single
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junctions

The temperature dependence of the potential difference and the magnitude of
the junction response toward the cycling change of atmosphere from 0.9% of
oxygen (technical grade nitrogen) to 21% of oxygen (dry air) of the junctions
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) and vice versa is measured using our home build experimen-
tal system described previously [26]. Samples with platinum concentration of
2.5, 4.5 and 6.5 mol% in the embedded layers in different configurations are
investigated in details in the current work.

3.2.1 Response to oxygen of single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ
junctions with different platinum content

The purpose of this investigation is to show the magnitude of the junction re-
sponse toward the cycling change of atmosphere from technical grade nitrogen
(0.9% oxygen) to 21% of oxygen (dry air). The kinetics of the potential differ-
ence of junctions YSZ/YSZ + Pt and vice versa is shown in Figure 7 for a dif-
ferent platinum concentration in the platinum embedded layer. For convenience,
the presented data are normalized accepting the potential difference in nitrogen
atmosphere for zero. All measurements are done at temperature of 390± 7◦C.

Under exposure to oxygen (Figure 7), the stationary state in oxygen-rich atmo-
sphere (21% in air) is reached after ∼ 10 min. This is related to the rate of the
filling of the system with air, the development of oxygen-rich boundary layer
near the sample surface and the diffusion of oxygen from the surface of the layer
into the sample. The transfer of oxygen molecules to the sample interior may
pass through a dissociative adsorption [7]: first, the oxygen molecule is physi-
cally adsorbed on the ceramic surface, where it undergoes dissociation. Second,
each oxygen atoms captures two electrons from the YSZ surface, similarly to
the general case of chemisorption of oxygen on n-type semiconductor, but in
this case we consider the form of adsorbed oxygen as O2− because of the higher
temperature [1,38]. This process is similar as the process described at [7] where
adsorbed oxygen picks up two electrons from the platinum electrode, but ex-
actly the same mechanism cannot be applied for our experiment, because we
have even more sensitivity when upper layer of the junction is pure YSZ. The
oxygen O2− ion then diffuses and gets localized in the double-positive charged
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Figure 7. Time dependence of the potential difference under exposure of sequence of
dry air (21% O2, 10 min.) and technical grade nitrogen (0.9% O2, 20 min) for: a)
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction: H – 2.5 mol% Pt, � – 4.5 mol% Pt, � – 6.5 mol% Pt; b)
(YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction: O – 2.5 mol% Pt, � – 4.5 mol% Pt, ♦ – 6.5 mol% Pt (the data
are normalized by subtracting the respective value of the potential difference in nitrogen
from the rest of the data).

oxygen vacancy; both charges compensate each other and the oxygen becomes
neutral [7]. On the other hand, the relaxation of the signal in the presence of
oxygen-poor atmosphere (0.9% in nitrogen) is ∼ 20 min. This reflects the resis-
tance toward back-diffusion of the neutral oxygen from the vacancy.

The following conclusions can be derived from the results in Figure 7:

(i) The oxygen exposure always leads to increasing of the absolute value of the
potential difference of the both, YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junctions.
This is consistent with basic principle of operation of a Nernstain type oxygen
sensor with internal-reference [7]. The oxygen chemisorbed on the YSZ surface
traps two electrons to become O2−, which is common for oxygen on a metal
oxide surface at high temperature. The form of adsorbed oxygen is changed as
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O−2 →O− →O2− with increasing of the temperature [1]. After diffusion O2−

is incorporated into a vacancy in YSZ to become neutral species according to
equation Oads(YSZ) + V2+

O(YSZ) + 2e−(YSZ) = OxO(YSZ) [7]. Here Oads(YSZ) is the
oxygen adsorbed on the YSZ surface; V2+

O(YSZ) indicates an oxygen vacancy in
YSZ with +2 effective charge; 2e−(YSZ) are the electrons captured by the adsorbed
oxygen from the YSZ surface; OxO(YSZ) is a neutral oxygen occupying a normal
oxygen lattice site in YSZ. This decreases the concentration of electrons in the
upper electrode and changes the Seebeck coefficient according to the statement
below.

The volume component of Seebeck coefficient can be defined by the following
equation [39,40]:

θV = −1

q

[(
S +

Q

T

)
+
∇µ
∇T

]
, (1)

where q is the electronic charge; S is the value having a meaning of entropy,
carried out by one particle; Q is the heat transfer, which characterizes the energy
carried by particles in an isothermal system; µ is the chemical potential of the
particles; T is the absolute temperature.

The investigated samples for the measurement of the thermopower contain abut-
ting metal electrodes. In this case, on the interface occur jumps of contact poten-
tials, the temperature dependence of which determines the contact component of
the Seebeck coefficient.

For electronic charge carriers is possible get a specific expression of the volume
components of Seebeck coefficient [41,42]:

θeV = −k
q

[(
5

2
− s
)

+ ln
NC
n

]
, (2)

θpV =
k

q

[(
5

2
− s′

)
+ ln

NV
p

]
, (3)

where θeV and θpV are Seebeck coefficients for electrons and holes, respec-
tively; k is Boltzmann constant; s and s′ are the coefficients characterizing the
mechanism of scattering of electrons and holes in the material, respectively; NC
and NV are effective density of states in the valence band and the conduction
band; n and p are electron and hole concentrations.

In practice, to calculate the potential difference ∆U at not so big temperature
difference, it is possible to use expression which allows us to express the value
of the thermoelectric power as a function of the parameters of the measuring
electrode [43]:

∆Ui = EI +
RT hot

4F
ln P̃O2

, (4)

where T hot is the temperature of the hot end; R is the universal gas constant; F
is Faraday constant; P̃O2

is the relative partial pressure of oxygen. The constant
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the experiment.

of EI depends on the Seebeck coefficient of the material and the temperature
of the cold end T cold as EI = f(θ, T cold). Formula for the calculation of θ
contains many members which are impossible to measure. These are the partial
entropy of electroactive species, the heat of transport of ionic species, etc. The
theoretical calculation of θYSZ is done and its value is determined in the range
of 0.4–0.6 mV/K. This is done, based on the presented in [44] constants and
by using equations (2) and (3). The calculated and mentioned above values are
our corresponding experimental observations, when temperature difference are
in range 200–400 K. The values of observed potential difference are in the range
of 50–150 mV as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Classic Seebeck effect occurs in a circuit connected in series, which consists of
different materials, contact sites of which are maintained at different tempera-
tures [45]. If the circuit is composed of two different materials, such a device is
called a thermocouple, which is the subject of our research article. However, in
our case the contacts Me – YSZ+Pt and Me – YSZ are at the same temperature
in a quartz tube, situated in cylinder furnace as shown in Figure 8, forming the
so-called pseudo-hot ends. The role of pseudo-cold ends in all experiments is
the connections to the voltmeter metal contacts, which are at room temperature.

Under the heating of the sample over the entire volume of the upper and lower
layers the oxygen vacancies are ionized, causing the increases electron concen-
tration into the layers. Because of the different electrical properties of the upper
and lower layer, the concentration of excess electrons in them will be different.
They, in turn, will pass on the Ohmic contact Me – YSZ+Pt and Me – YSZ to
the pseudo-cold-ends, thereby forming a potential difference:

∆U = ∆U1 −∆U2, (5)
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Figure 9. The effect of Pt concentration on the normalized potential difference under the
oxygen exposure (21% oxygen) for YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) (solid squares) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ
(open squares).

where ∆U1 and ∆U2 are the potential differences for lower and upper layers,
respectively, and are determined from the relation (4).

From eq. 3–5 now is clear, that when Pt embedded YSZ layer is on the top,
the potential difference of the junction structure will be positive, because n2 >
n1, caused by increased number of electron in Pt nanoparticles deformed YSZ
crystal lattice. For the same reason, when Pt embedded YSZ layer is on the
bottom, the potential difference of the junction structure will be negative.

(ii) The local minimum in the oxygen response for the platinum concentration
of 4.5 mol% appears in the both Pt down and up structures (Figure 9). The
explanation of this nonlinearity of the sensitivity in dependence on the platinum
nanoparticles concentration is hidden by the uncertainty of the formation of YSZ
grains with certain size and concentration. Their specific distribution in the elec-
trode is affected by the wetting of the substrate by the sol (the surface tension)
and by the densification and coarsening of YSZ grains during the sintering. As
can be seen from Table 1, the average grain size in the case of YSZ doping with
4.5 mol% Pt is 925 nm. The standard deviation of the mean grain size in this
case (372 nm) is greater than the value for the sample embedded with 6.5 mol%
Pt (347 nm), but smaller than that of the sample embedded with 2.5 mol% Pt
(426 nm). Nevertheless, its asymmetry coefficient for of the sample embedded
with 2.5 mol% Pt is greater than for a sample having 4.5 mol% Pt, indicat-
ing a larger proportion of small crystallites in the latter one (Table 1). Taking
into account that in these kind of materials diffusion of oxygen, as well all the
other spices is going mainly through grain boundary, bigger grains means lower
surface area and lower diffusion rate. This minimum is confirmed by prepar-
ing the same kind of structures with platinum concentration of 5.25 mol% by
the dip-coating method, which is in between 4.5 and 6.5 mol%. Then, the re-
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Figure 10. The effect of potential difference in pure nitrogen atmosphere (0.9% O2) to
the normalized potential difference under the oxygen exposure (response to 21% O2) for
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) (solid triangles) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ (open triangles).

sponse to oxygen is 50.12 mV for YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction and – 62.58 mV for
(YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction [28,29].

It was worthy to plot the dependence of the effect of potential difference in pure
nitrogen atmosphere (0.9% O2) to the normalized potential difference under the
oxygen exposure (response to 21% O2) for YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ
(Figure 10).

As can be seen, with increasing the potential difference in pure nitrogen atmo-
sphere (0.9% O2), the normalized potential difference under the oxygen expo-
sure (response to 21% O2) is increasing linearly. This dependence is analogical
to the dependence of sensitivity to resistivity of semiconductor gas sensors to re-
ducing gases. The sensitivity is always increased with increasing the resistivity
of the sample.

Interesting conclusions can be derived from the results of the fractal analysis of
the images of sample surfaces, shown in Figure 11. It is established that the

Figure 11. Histogram, presenting a correlation between response of the structures to
oxygen exposure and surface fractal dimension for all of the investigated samples.
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fractal dimension of the surface of pure YSZ layer of single (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ
junction structure with Pt concentration of 6.5 mol% is 2.72. Its image of the
surface condition is shown in Figure 4, where the algorithm for calculating the
surface fractal dimension of all samples is presented. The introduction of plat-
inum in the film in all cases leads to a decrease of the fractal dimension as can be
seen from Figure 11. By this way, adding the platinum nanoparticles into YSZ
film make its surface to becomes smoother and regular.

The fractal dimension of the sample YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) with a concentration of
4.5 mol% of platinum is maximal among all samples and is 2.61. This may
indicate more irregular and developed surface structure, which has large num-
ber of surface defects. Some significant part of oxygen ions filling this surface
imperfection firstly, after that diffuses by oxygen vacancies into the volume of
the films. In this case the response of the sample to oxygen is minimized. In
cases when the concentration of platinum films is 2.5 and 6.5 mol%, the fractal

Figure 12. Kinetics of the relaxation toward equilibrium state for contacts with different
platinum content at: (a) YSZ/(YSZ+Pt); (b) (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ.
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dimensions of the samples are virtually identical and minimal. The responses
to oxygen of these two samples are also identical, but much greater that for
YSZ/YSZ+Pt sample with Pt concentration of 4.5 mol%.

Thus, the fractal dimension of the surface of the samples is in correlation with
the response to oxygen: in all cases, lower values of fractal dimension Df cor-
respond to higher response to oxygen exposure.

3.2.2 Relaxation dynamic

For operating of an oxygen sensor, it is very important the structure to be able to
go to equilibrium with the change of gaseous environment as quick as possible.
We have investigated structures YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) and (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ, having dif-
ferent platinum concentration, with respect to their ability to relax. The results
for the case of nitrogen flow from Figure 7 are summarized by us in separate
figures, shown in Figure 12 to find the average potential values.

During this stage of nitrogen flowing, the oxygen, accumulated in the oxygen va-
cancies during the preceding airflow, moves back to the gas phase free of oxygen.
In the case of YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) structures (Figure 12a), it moves a little faster to
the equilibrium structure with concentration of platinum 2.5 mol% followed by
structures with concentration of platinum 6.5 mol%. The YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) struc-
ture with concentration of platinum 4.5 mol% moves to the equilibrium slower.
In the case of (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junctions (Figure 12b), the fastest time response
seems for the structure with concentration of platinum 6.5 mol%, followed by
the structure having 2.5 mol% platinum. The slowest is again the structure of
4.5 mol% platinum.

3.2.3 Effect of the platinum nanoparticles on the potential difference of
the junctions

The oxygen transport in a dense ceramic membrane occurs on the vacancies
created by yttrium. For a material to achieve high values of the ionic conduc-
tivity, one of the ways is to obtain a structure containing a large number of
interconnected equivalent sites for the mobile ions. These sites are only par-
tially occupied, if the zirconia crystal lattice is doped by yttrium [44,46]. The
number of oxygen vacancies is then determined by the yttrium cations at the
limit

[
Y1−

Zr

]
= 2

[
V2+

0

]
� n (Y1−

Zr means yttrium ion in zirconium position
of effective charge -1; V2+

0 means a double ionized oxygen vacancy, n is the
concentration of electrons). In the case of pure YSZ-ceramic layer, we expect
lesser number of vacancies, which is determined only by the number of yttrium
cations. Therefore, pure YSZ could be either n- or p-type depending of the oxy-
gen pressure [44].

Another type of defects in the crystalline lattice could be introduced by the plat-
inum nanoparticles according to the general expectation from the literature for
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nanopowdered materials [47]. Then if the ceramic grains are in the range of mi-
cron dimension and platinum nanoparticles are of few tens nanometric dimen-
sion, the crystalline lattice of the YSZ should be somehow deformed. Because
of the disturbances of the YSZ crystal lattice, introduced by the Pt nanoparti-
cles, the number of oxygen vacancies increases in addition to that formed by
the yttrium cations. It is shown [48] that when the distance between the atoms
increases, as observed in our previous work [27], they begin to vibrate with a
lower frequency and higher amplitude, respectively (at the same value of en-
ergy). Therefore, the introduction of Pt nanoparticles, which do not interact
chemically with both zirconium dioxide and diffused oxygen, reduces the fre-
quency of vibrations of the atoms. Because of the higher amplitude of vibrations
of the atoms, they will easily leave their equilibrium positions thus increasing
the number of oxygen vacancies in the YSZ in addition to the oxygen vacancies
created by the yttrium itself. This increases the concentration of electrons in
the bottom electrode, for example YSZ+Pt layer (Figure 1b), and changes the
Seebeck coefficient θeVi

according to the equation (4) for n-type semiconductor.
Hence, the potential difference is given as ∆U = (θeV1

− θeV2
)∆T , where ∆T

is the temperature difference between the hot and cold sides of virtual thermo-
couple, respectively, θeV1

and θeV2
– the Seebeck coefficient of the lower and

upper layers, respectively. In accordance with equation (2), because of both,
NC � n and majority carriers in the material are electrons the value of the See-
beck coefficient will be the negative quantity. These electrons will be borne by
the reaction pathway VxO = V2+

O + 2e− realized at an increasing temperature
[44] (VxO is a neutral oxygen vacancy). Because the electron concentration in

the lower layer nbot more than in the top layer, then the term ln
NC
n

of equation
(2) for the lower layer will be less than for the upper layer. Then, in accordance
with the equation (5), the resulting potential difference will be negative.

Now one can understand why with increasing the temperature of YSZ+Pt/YSZ
junction (Figure 1b) the potential difference will become more negative – cf.
Figure 5b). For the junction YSZ/YSZ+Pt (Figure 1a) the situation is revers-
ing, i.e. with increasing the temperature the potential difference becomes more
positive – see Figure 5a.

3.3 Investigation of output increasing of novel multijunctions structure,
composed of three layers of YSZ, containing Pt nanoparticles over-
lapped with three layers of pure YSZ

For investigating ability to multiply the output of the structure by vertical
connecting series of YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junctions we have compared tempera-
ture dependence behavior and oxygen detection properties of single and triplet
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structures, presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14, re-
spectively. Each platinum doped layer in it has concentration of 4.5 mol% of
platinum.
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Figure 13. Temperature dependence of the potential difference in pure nitrogen atmo-
sphere (0.9% O2) for oxygen sensing structures: � – single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction
structure; ⊗ – triplet YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structure.

3.3.1 Electrical properties of single and triplet YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junctions
with the same platinum content into the platinum doped layer lay-
ers

Temperature dependence of the potential difference for single and multilayers
YSZ/(YSZ-Pt) junction structures with of 4.5 mol% concentration of platinum
into the doped layers, under flowing of pure nitrogen (0.9% oxygen) are pre-
sented in Figure 13.

As it can be seen, temperature dependence behavior of both of the structures
is similar and “thermocouple-like”. Single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structure
reaches the saturation value of 59 mV at 393◦C, while the tripled junction struc-
ture attains the point of 149 mV at 340◦C, beyond which the potential difference
decreases with increasing the temperature. As it was expected, the increasing
numbers of vertically connected junctions lead to the increase of the total poten-
tial difference of the multilayer structure by factor of 2.5 in comparison to the
single junction structure, which is almost linearly enlarged.

3.3.2 Response to oxygen of single and triplet YSZ/YSZ+Pt junctions
with the same platinum content into the upper layers

The kinetic dependence of the response to oxygen for both of the investigated
structures is shown in Figure 14. There presented are kinetic behaviors of the
single and triplet junction structures under exposure of air flow (21% O2) un-
til the saturation was reached (10 min) and under exposure of nitrogen flow
(0.9% O2) until the initial value of the potential difference was attained (20
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Figure 14. Time dependence of the potential difference under exposure of sequence of
air (21% O2, 10 min.) and technical grade nitrogen (0.9% O2, 20 min) for: � – single
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structure; ⊗ – multilayers YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) structure. (The data
are normalized by subtracting the respective value of the potential difference in nitrogen
from the rest of the data)

min). The oxygen response of multiple junction structure of +63.5 ± 1 mV is
higher by factor 1.5 in comparison with the value of +42±0.5 mV for the single
YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structure.

4 Conclusions

The morphological, thermo-electrical and oxygen sensing properties of ceramic
junctions composed of two plane-parallel ceramic electrodes: one of them con-
sists of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), the other one composed of YSZ doped
with different concentrations of platinum nanoparticles with different construc-
tion are investigated. From the size distributions of YSZ grains into the Pt em-
bedded upper layers for different single YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) junction structures and
for pure YSZ layer of single (YSZ+Pt)/YSZ junction structure with Pt con-
centration of 6.5 mol% is explained nonmonotonical change of the electrical
and oxygen sensing properties with increasing the platinum concentration. The
grain size of YSZ/(YSZ+Pt) with platinum content equal to 4.5 mol% is large
and the width of this distribution is much bigger, meaning lower surface area,
lower reactivity and lower diffusion rate. Based on the model of the effect of
the platinum nanoparticles on the electrical and oxygen sensing properties is ex-
plained the change of position of Pt-embedded YSZ layer on the alteration of
the polarity of the junction. The introduction of Pt nanoparticles, reduces the
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frequency of vibrations of the atoms. Because of the higher amplitude of vibra-
tions of the atoms, they will easily leave their equilibrium positions. This will
be increasing the number of oxygen vacancies, and consequently, the number of
electrons, in the YSZ+Pt layer, in addition to the oxygen vacancies created by
the yttrium itself. It is worthy to mention the results of fractal analysis of the sur-
face of the samples and the relation of observed results to sensor’s performance.
The analysis of the correlation of surface fractal dimension of the samples and
their response to oxygen sensor shows that in all cases smaller fractal dimen-
sion corresponds to the higher response of the sensor to oxygen exposure. By
constructing novel multi-junction structures, composed of three layers of YSZ,
containing Pt nanoparticles overlapped with three layers of pure YSZ, a multi-
plication by factor 1.5 compared to the single junction structure is obtained.
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